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Summary:
This report is to: 

 Provide information to Cabinet regarding the introduction of the Government’s Restart 
Employment Support scheme and how this will operate in Sefton. 

 Request authority to accept the Restart contract from G4S Ltd, the prime contractor 
appointed by the Department of Work and Pensions for Restart in the North West. 

Restart is the main employment support activity to be commissioned by the Department for Work 
and Pensions for the next five-year period, announced in the Plan for Jobs in July 2020. Since 
summer 2020, DWP has conducted a competitive procurement exercise using a commercial 
framework to appoint a Prime Contractor to lead this provision for the North West area.  

The successful Prime Contractor is G4S Ltd, who operate a supply chain model of delivery 
identifying the most relevant and effective provider within each borough their contract covers. 
The provider they wish to work with in Sefton is Sefton Council, through Sefton@Work.

The sub-contracting offer made to the Council is to deliver a range of employment support 
activities to help unemployed residents who are at risk of longer-term economic and social 
exclusion. The programme will equip these residents to enter and retain sustained employment. 
The proposed payment structure to the Council incorporates a guaranteed payment upon 
registration and further additional payments paid for the achievement of an earnings threshold as 
residents’ transition away from benefits and into paid work. 

Given the dramatic rise in unemployment across Sefton, this activity offers an opportunity for the 
Council to assist residents and communities to recover from the economic impacts of COVID-19; 
preventing longer term negative outcomes from further disadvantage and hardship, which in turn 
increase the demand for more intensive and costly Council-funded provision in terms of housing, 
family cohesion, health and social care etc.  

The aims of the Restart programme are well aligned with the Council’s commitment to Sefton’s 
Vision 2030, Sefton’s Economic Strategy and the Economic Recovery plan. The Restart 
programme, in targeting those residents who are longer term unemployed, provides a strong 
strategic fit with the ongoing aims and objectives for the Sefton@Work service and builds upon 
its successful track record. 



Sefton@Work has been offered this opportunity as a result of its considerable experience of 
delivering similar commercial contracts, its credibility with local stakeholders, its engagement with 
employers, the partnership with the Invest Sefton business support team, its committed and 
qualified staff, its internal procedures for excellent customer care and quality assurance and its 
capability to deliver successful outcomes. The service is well placed to deliver Restart and build 
upon this capacity, while contributing to key regeneration objectives for all areas of the borough. 

Recommendation(s):

That Cabinet:

(1) Recommend to Council that authority be given to enter into a contract with G4S Ltd for the 
delivery of the DWP Restart Employment programme and that the Chief Executive, in 
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Skills, be authorised to finalise 
the terms of the contract.

(2) Recommend to Council to approve a supplementary revenue estimate of £1.576m in 
2021/22 fully funded by income from Restart. Future years allocations will be included in the 
budget report.

Reasons for the Recommendation(s):

Sefton has experienced unprecedented job losses during 2020 which have seriously impacted 
our community resilience and this continues to cause financial hardship for many households 
who have lost their incomes. The longer-term effects of continuing high levels of unemployment 
are well known and are associated with ill-health, erosion of skills and social disadvantage and a 
diverse range of negative outcomes. This programme will support residents who have already 
experienced twelve months of unemployment and enable them to receive the help they need to 
get back into sustained work. 

Acting as a delivery agent for Restart enables the Council to ensure that residents receive good 
quality services and the best interests of residents and businesses in the area are protected. If 
this contract is not delivered with Sefton Council as a sub-contractor, then other, less well-
connected organisations will be given this opportunity for Sefton.

Sefton@Work is the Council’s trusted in-house job brokerage service which has provided quality 
employment programmes in Sefton for many years.  The main funding stream to support 
Sefton@Work since 2016 has been European Social Fund (ESF). The availability of ESF will 
cease after December 2023 when all UK involvement in European structural funding will end. 
Restart offers the opportunity for the Council to continue and expand its job brokerage and 
employment support activities through Sefton@Work at a time when our economy, hit by job 
losses as a result of the COVID-19-19 pandemic, needs high quality, impartial assistance more 
than ever.   

Sefton@Work operations are funded through a combination of external grants and contracts, 
with some additional Council revenue from core budgets. Acting as a delivery body for Restart 
will offer the opportunity to generate financial surplus which will remove the need for this support, 
generating a saving into the Growth budget of £177,000.  



Alternative Options Considered and Rejected: (including any Risk Implications)

This option has been examined and discounted for several reasons -

 Restart is a national programme, procured by Department for Work and Pensions. If 
Sefton Council does not deliver it, the most likely scenario would be that a commercial 
entity with no ties or commitment to Sefton would be appointed. Local delivery through 
Sefton@Work however, will allow the Council to better understand and monitor the quality 
of the Restart offer for residents; ensuring it is delivered to our high standards of 
impartiality and customer service, making a more fundamental contribution to Sefton’s 
economic recovery through alignment with Council objectives.

 This proposal offers valuable resource to continue and expand employment support at 
this time when rates of unemployment across Sefton continue to rise, providing much 
needed assistance to a wider audience than is currently possible. One of the Council’s 
primary aims is to regenerate our communities, support resilience, promote prosperity, 
and reduce the scarring effects of long-term unemployment and this proposal will sustain 
resource for five years to achieve these aims and promote economic recovery.

 Sefton@Work is reliant upon European Social Fund for its main source of revenue and 
this comes to an end in 2023. Restart will provide succession funding for activity that 
precisely matches the service’s aims to reduce unemployment, promote inclusive growth 
and create more and better jobs.   

What will it cost and how will it be financed?

(A) Revenue Costs
The costs of the Scheme will be fully funded by Department for Work and Pensions. 

This programme offers the potential to create an income stream to the Council and it 
is proposed that this should be used to reduce existing funding requirements in the 
Sefton@Work service and thereby release revenue of £177,000 in the Council’s 
budget in 2022/23. The precise amount of income earned depends on the number of 
people registered and the numbers progressing into sustained employment. 

(B) Capital Costs
There are no Capital costs associated with this Scheme.

Implications of the Proposals:

Resource Implications (Financial, IT, Staffing and Assets):

Sefton@Work will need to recruit additional fixed term staff to carry out this contract. 
However, there is an implementation phase before the contract reaches full delivery 
levels. Staff currently funded under ESF will be protected by transferring them across to 
Restart as key milestones are met and caseload numbers expand.



Delivery costs for the Restart programme will be fully covered by the contract and no 
additional resource such as match-funding will be required from the Council to operate 
Restart.

Legal Implications:

A contract has been received from G4S which has been fully assessed by the Legal 
team. Specific risks and mitigations have been captured in a risk management plan 
using corporate risk methodology.

Equality Implications:

The equality implications of this Scheme are positive since it relieves hardship , 
promotes equal access to employment and removes barriers to progression for 
economically disadvantaged people. This proposal will improve the lives of people from 
across Sefton who have been affected by COVID-19 and have lost their employment. 
This scheme specifically targets people over 18 years old who have been workless and 
claiming benefits such as Universal Credit for more than one year when they commence 
Restart. 

Climate Emergency Implications:

The recommendations within this report will 
Have a positive impact Yes
Have a neutral impact no
Have a negative impact no
The Author has undertaken the Climate Emergency training for 
report authors

no

Delivery of Restart is judged to have the potential for a positive impact on climate change for the 
following reasons:

 We have budgets to reimburse clients travelling to see their employment advisers 
using public transport only – contributing to reduced car travel.

 We will be working with local employers  to seek employment for clients. We will 
be particularly seeking out opportunities for employment within Sefton and within 
a ten-mile travel to work radius across the city region, thereby helping to reduce 
commuting distances.

 We will  be producing travel to work plans for participants, promoting public 
transport by train and bus.

 We will be promoting understanding of the ecology & local environment by 
working with Green Sefton on an employment pathway for our participants

 We will be working with employers in a range of sectors but will be particularly 
targeting those opportunities for jobs in the Clean and Green sectors

We are also  required as part of the Restart contract terms to produce a Sustainable 
Development Policy statement which will include provisions related to :

 The disposal of contract waste 
 Reducing energy consumption



 Promoting waste management including recycling
 Promoting green or public transport
 Promoting corporate social responsibility
 Commit to continuous improvement on sustainability for the project


During the scheme we will also seek opportunities with the contractor to minimise 
carbon, reduce waste (including Single Use Plastics) and request/gather regular 
information to form part of the reporting on actions taken.

Contribution to the Council’s Core Purpose:

Protect the most vulnerable:
This scheme allows the Council to assist workless residents whose employment has 
been lost as a result of COVID-19 and who have found themselves workless for a 
period of 12 months or more and claiming welfare benefits. 

Facilitate confident and resilient communities:
Employment is a key indicator in improving resilience within our communities, and 
Restart will enable more people in Sefton to be supported with building back their 
confidence, employability and skills to re-enter the job market.

Commission, broker and provide core services:
This Scheme allows the Council to work with those in our communities  most at risk of 
longer-term exclusion and disadvantage by supporting residents  into employment who 
may otherwise require interventions from core services such as health, housing and 
social care.

Place – leadership and influencer:
This scheme will underline the Council’s economic leadership role, particularly in 
relation to our relationships with businesses in recovery from COVID-19, in developing a 
better skilled and motivated local workforce and promoting inclusive growth. 

Drivers of change and reform:
The Council will help bring about real structural change for people coping with 
unemployment through the provision of attractive and high-quality, accessible support. 
The programme will support people who need to prepare for re-entry into a changed 
labour market, supporting adults to make informed choices in their chosen careers.

Facilitate sustainable economic prosperity:
Restart reflects the requirement to achieve sustainable employment through a payment 
structure which recognises and rewards real progression into work and sustained 
earnings.  This allows businesses to generate prosperity from recruiting our residents 
from this programme, where they will be well supported, motivated and prepared to add 
value in the workforce. Moving more of our residents into employment also has a 
positive impact on disposable incomes which will benefit our local business culture and 
town centres.



Greater income for social investment: 
Sefton@Work will be engaging with a full range of employers including those engaged 
in social investment. The Council will therefore seek out opportunities for community-
based employment, thereby contributing towards the stability and viability of our social 
trading sector.

Cleaner Greener
There are numerous opportunities for Restart to positively influence sectors which have 
a direct and measurable impact on our environmental sustainability agenda and these 
jobs will be promoted to residents.   There are specific requirements within the contract 
regulations for Restart which focus on carbon reduction.

What consultations have taken place on the proposals and when?

(A) Internal Consultations

The Executive Director of Corporate Resources and Customer Services (FD 64221/21) 
and the Chief Legal and Democratic Officer (LD4623/21) have been consulted and any 
comments have been incorporated into the report.

(B) External Consultations 
Not applicable

Implementation Date for the Decision

Immediately following the Full Council meeting in July 2021.

(Please delete as appropriate and remove this text)

Contact Officer: Claire Maguire
Telephone Number: Tel: 0151 934 2684
Email Address: claire.maguire@sefton.gov.uk

Appendices:

There are no appendices to this report

Background and Information

1. Strategic Fit

Sefton has seen a dramatic rise in unemployment across all age groups since March 2020. This 
rise has impacted across the entire Borough and has affected every age group. Unemployment 
has risen in Sefton at higher than the national rate and higher than the rate within the Liverpool 
City Region.  Figure 1 below shows the pattern of this rise in unemployment, and how it has 
impacted across the age ranges.
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Figure 1

The composition of Sefton’s labour market is such that there is a prevalence of employment 
in the sectors which were hit hardest during 2021/21. This aligns with a disproportionate rise 
in worklessness we have seen among women. 
Sefton also has a very large reliance on employment in smaller employers rather than larger 
multi-nationals. Smaller companies tended to react more quickly in terms of redundancies 
during the initial lockdown. This was evident in the sudden and dramatic rise in 
unemployment across Sefton between April and May 2020, before the Government’s Job 
Retention scheme was launched.
Once the Job Retention scheme was in place, many Sefton employers took advantage of this 
and there remains a very high rate of dependency on it, with many workers likely to continue 
on furlough until this support ends later in autumn 2021. There is a high risk of further 
redundancies once Furlough support is not available, potentially putting still more residents’ 
employment at risk. 

Delivering Restart will allow the council to support those people who have been made 
unemployed as a result of COVID-19, since entry to the programme will be targeted at those who 
have been jobless for more than 12 months. Those who lost jobs in March – May 2020 are likely 
to be the first entrants to Restart once it commences in Summer 2021. 

1.2. The Case for Change

Sefton@Work has made good use of available resources to offer services using European Social 
Fund, (ESF) primarily through the Ways to Work programme. Staff are well versed in managing 
the complexities of ESF and it provides flexible support for those residents who have multiple, 
complex barriers to economic and social re-engagement. ESF however, will not continue to be 
available after 2023, requiring the council to seek other streams of funding to continue supporting 
unemployed residents or face the prospects of significant downsizing or cessation of this service 
at a time when demand for it is rapidly  increasing and the positive impact it has on relieving 
pressure on other more intensive services could not be more evident. 

To respond effectively to the increasingly serious position in terms of unemployment and 
assisting Sefton’s economic recovery, the scale of support to assist residents to enter 
sustainable employment needs to increase.  Prior to Covid-19 ESF proved to be an effective 
means to resource support for residents furthest away from the labour market, when our jobs 
market was reasonably buoyant between 2016 and 2019. However, we are now seeing an 



additional, new cohort of residents also seeking help. These are people displaced during the 
economic maelstrom of the past period, who are unused to navigating the benefits system and 
others who want to shift direction and not return to the same sector where they were made 
immediately redundant in the pandemic.  

Restart gives the opportunity for Sefton@work to support these greater volumes of residents and 
take account of the broader experiences of participants. Delivering the Restart contract would 
provide a strongly job focused package of support including resource to tackle some of the 
practical barriers faced by residents that we would otherwise not be able to do using ESF alone.

2.Key Features of the Restart Provision 

Restart has many similarities to the Work Programme, which Sefton Council (through 
Sefton@Work,) carried out as a subcontractor in Sefton on a wholly “payment by results” 
arrangement for another DWP appointed Prime Contractor. 

G4S Employment Services uses a sub-contracting model to deliver contracts, they have no direct 
delivery capacity themselves. A key driver in this procurement has been the identification of 
suitably qualified and capable organisations; those that can satisfy the DWP requirement that 
Restart should reflect local priorities and delivery structures and deliver in a manner that reflects 
local circumstances. These are the reasons why Sefton@Work is the nominated local partner for 
Sefton.

Although the supply chain for the North-West region is not fully in the public domain at this stage, 
we know it is composed of a variety of public, private and third sector bodies.  It is understood 
that at least 3 Local Authority services together with Sefton involved in the delivery of our LCR 
Ways to Work programme have also been included in the G4S supply chain for Restart.

Restart will be the major employment support provision to be contracted by DWP for the 
foreseeable future, with other provision such as the DWP Work & Health programme being 
wound down during the contract period.   Estimated costs for the whole Restart programme at 
national level are in excess of £7.5billion. 

The main target group for Restart will be people who are out of work for at least 12 months on 
entry and it will deliver advice and assistance to benefit claimants to enable them to move back 
into sustained employment as the economy recovers.
 
All referrals of residents to the programme will be via local Jobcentreplus (JCP) Work Coaches. 
Work coaches will be given referral targets reflecting the level of unemployed, eligible residents 
in their localities. Relationships between Sefton@Work and local JCP offices are extremely 
positive and close working relationships are already established. As a result, there is a high level 
of confidence that referral flows will meet satisfactory levels for Sefton to discharge this contract 
successfully.
 
The detail of the Restart client journey allows for local design, but it also has service quality 
standards to meet in terms of maintaining regular contact with clients and acceptable times for 
any referred client to register and become “attached” to the provision.  This approach aligns well 
with Sefton@Work’s ethos of offering bespoke, personalised services which reflect the starting 
point and aspirations of the clients. Therefore, depending on their needs, a client on Restart may 
receive assistance with confidence building, occupational awareness, basic skills diagnostics or 
digital skills provision, CV preparation, interview techniques, work experience, employer visits or 
seminars, referrals for specific vocational training and certification (to Sefton Community 
Learning for items such as first aid, manual handling or food hygiene etc), mentoring and 
advocacy for individuals who have complex barriers. 



3. The Sefton@Work Approach to Restart

The proposal is that Sefton@Work will offer a complete “end to end” service as the Restart 
provider for our area. Sefton@Work has designed the following process to assist clients to 
progress through the Programme.  

 A JCP work coach will determine eligibility for Restart and make a warm referral to 
Sefton@Work.  A welcome appointment will be arranged, and Sefton@Work will match 
the most suitable adviser to deal with each client. An initial meeting will be arranged 
within 5 working days.  There are no elements of compulsion to join Restart and 
engagement is based upon an individual expressing a wish to access the provision.

 The Initial appointment will cover programme induction, in-depth diagnostic assessment 
and start to build a personalised action plan.

 Substantive contacts with an adviser will be a minimum of once every 4 weeks to review 
action plans, monitor progress towards work and decide on next steps.  Action plans are 
updated in collaboration with clients and will include all aspects of employability and the 
clients’ overall circumstances.

 Catch up calls or in-person contact will take place every 2 weeks to maintain motivation, 
track progress and review job search activities.

 Participants will receive work focussed skills support for complex barriers to be 
addressed.   This will generate referrals for Sefton Community Learning Service.

 Diagnostic assessments will commence quarterly (or after any substantial change in 
circumstances) to measure distance travelled by the client.

 Sefton@Work has the scope to deliver individual sessions, group work or self-directed 
activities. Specific interventions will be delivered to address complex barriers for example: 
Think Differently, Cope Differently; Skills Assessment for Transferrable Skills; Labour 
Market Awareness sessions; In-Work Benefit Calculations; Travel Training; CV Writing; 
Effective Job Searching; Interview Skills, Digital Recruitment practices  and many others 
in accordance with local patterns of demand.

 Participants moving into work will receive practical and financial assistance to support 
their transition from benefits to employment – this will include budgeting and money 
management where required.

 In-work support and mentoring will be provided for those most at risk of not sustaining. 
This will be carried out by experienced Placement officers who are able to advocate with 
employers, solving problems and improving retention.  

 Since the sustainability of job outcomes is measured through the achievement of an 
earnings threshold  ( approximately £3,600) Restart can accommodate the needs of 
clients who wish to work  flexibly. For those working part time, the earnings threshold will 
be achieved more slowly and for those working full time or entering higher paying roles, 
the threshold will be achieved more rapidly. 

 Employer engagement and business development activities to generate and secure 
opportunities for those furthest from the labour market including growth sector pathways, 



sector-based work academies, work experience, work placements, learn while you earn 
initiatives and sustainable employment. 

 Sefton@Work will engage with local businesses/employers to promote disability confident 
charter mark and alternative neuro-diverse recruitment practices to better accommodate 
learning needs and/or disabilities who find it difficult to compete in standard application 
and interview processes. 

  
4. The Offer 

G4S has offered a contract to Sefton Council for 8,922 referrals in the Sefton LA area over the 
lifetime of the contract. The contract period is for five years and will be based on a payment 
structure which will enable the Council to have a guaranteed cash flow to cover up-front costs 
associated with registering new clients etc. This is referred to as the Delivery Fee. Further 
payments for placing clients into suitable employment and helping them to sustain this 
employment will also be received. The total Delivery fees equate to £4.4million and are paid to 
the Council on a monthly basis as a percentage of the total contract value. The Delivery fees, 
assuming the delivery fee standard is met, will be paid in full regardless of any fluctuation or 
reduction in the overall number of referrals.

Unit costs for Restart are comparable with similar activities and full recovery of costs will be 
possible for the Council under this agreement. A benchmarking exercise has also been 
undertaken to ensure assumptions on caseloads, staff ratios and rates of job entries are 
achievable. 

The total potential contract value will be based on actual client flows and the forecast 
achievement of employment as a proportion of those people joining Restart. The headline figures 
underpinning the offer are as follows:

Number of starts (all years) 8,922 This is the number of unemployed 
people expected to commence on 
Restart  over the lifetime of the 
project

Standard outcomes to be 
achieved

1,874 The number of clients who will need 
to obtain work and sustain 
employment up to the threshold 
amount £3,600– earnings are 
confirmed by DWP via HMRC data  
and then the outcome fee is paid

Standard  Contract Performance 
Rate 

21% The Council will need to assist  a 
minimum of 21% of all clients in the 
period achieving this  agreed 
outcome of entering employment to 
receive the outcome fee.

Standard Outcome Payment 
(21% into jobs)

£2,951.87 This fee is received for each person 
sustained in employment  up to the 
threshold.

Accelerated Performance Rate 34% This is an enhanced Performance 
Offer.  Any client sustaining work to 
the threshold above the Standard 
Contract Performance Rate of 21%, 



(ie between 22% and 34%) will 
result in an accelerated outcome 
payment of £4,132.62 per client.

Accelerated Outcome Unit Price £4,132.62 Received for each client sustained 
in work up to the threshold 

Total Potential Contract Price £14,747,824 The total contract price will vary 
according to the number of people 
joining Restart.  This will be affected 
by factors such as labour market 
changes, post-covid recovery, 
availability of other support for job 
seekers etc.

Unit Cost per Participant £1,653 This is the total cost of delivery 
divided by the number of clients 
(£14m divided by 8,922)

Both the scale and scope of this contract are challenging. However, we believe that 
Sefton@Work’s prior experience of successful delivery on similar contracts, including the Work 
Programme, places the Council in a very good position to undertake this work with confidence. 
We have the required infrastructure, qualified staff, management systems, local relationships and 
credibility already in place to implement this offer. Being included as the end to end supplier in a 
contract of this significance is a recognition of our effectiveness and quality.  

The following is a list of some of the contracts and projects carried out by Sefton@Work which 
have incorporated a “Payment by Results” funding methodology. In each case, the contract 
requirements have been met in full and audits have been successful.

Work Programme  - subcontractor to DWP Prime Contractor
Complex Families - subcontractor to DWP Prime Contractor 
Work Routes - subcontractor to DWP Prime Contractor 
Growth Sector Routeways - Education Skills Funding Agency contract
Sustainable Routeways  - Education Skills Funding Agency contract
Priority Sector Routeways - Education Skills Funding Agency contract
Working for Yourself - Local Enterprise Growth Initiative

5. Restart Payment framework 

The payment framework builds upon lessons learned by DWP from Work Programme and 
subsequent national programmes. It is intended to combine an element of delivery fee that 
recompenses organisations’ operating costs and investment but incentivises performance. 

There are three elements as follows:

Delivery Fee 30% of the fee is paid upon a 
participant starting the programme 
and meeting the Delivery Fee 
standard (ie 75% of cases have an 
initial meeting within 15 working 
days)

Total £4.4m delivery fee is 
payable and is not dependant 
on the number of referrals.  
For example, for 8,922 clients 
the cost is £495 per client, for 
4,461 clients the cost is £991.  

Standard Job 
Outcome Fee

70% of the fee is paid in instalments 
once the participant enters 
employment and is retained.  The 
expectation is for 21% of all clients 

This is the standard job 
outcome rate, £2,951.87 and 
is payable for each client 
obtaining and sustaining work 



to enter work. (This element is 
evidenced by  Real Time HMRC 
data on earnings thresholds once 
clients earn approximately £3,600)

up to the HMRC earning 
threshold.  

Accelerated 
Payment

An additional incentive for providers 
where 140% of the standard  fee is 
paid when they exceed the expected 
job entry rate across the contract. 
This applies once an “ in-to work” 
rate of 21% has been achieved by 
the supplier. 

This is the accelerated job 
outcome rate, £4,132.62 and 
is payable for each client 
obtaining and sustaining work 
up to the threshold.  

Several detailed financial scenarios have been examined by Sefton’s finance and legal teams 
and incorporated into a risk management plan.. In each of these scenarios, it is clear that Restart 
has the potential to generate surplus which can then be re-invested into the succession of the 
Sefton@Work service after ESF is discontinued in 2023. In addition, this surplus could also be 
used to fill current gaps for vulnerable groups most at risk of economic exclusion by providing 
assistance for young people with Care experience to progress into employment as an example.  

The Sefton@Work service is in receipt of a contribution from the Growth budget which is used as 
match funding towards the ESF projects delivered by Sefton@Work. We expect that surpluses  
gained from Restart will allow the removal of this contribution from Council core  budget 
from the 2022/23 financial year, generating a saving of £177,000 back to the Council.

Sefton@Work has negotiated within the Restart offer the provision of additional budgets to 
remove barriers for our residents seeking to re-enter employment. These budgets include 
support for public transport costs for participants to travel to see their advisers, childcare support 
costs to contribute towards the costs of registered care identified by parents who would 
otherwise be unable to afford to go to work, travel for interviews and training together with a more 
flexible budget to respond to individual needs. This budget is intended to cover costs associated 
with licensing, certification, means of identification and to address training needs or personal 
development such as building self-esteem.  Where any learning or training is required, 
arrangements will be put in place with Sefton Community Learning for this delivery.

As engagement and activity on Restart moves towards full capacity, there are opportunities for 
the Council to achieve greater synergy between Sefton@Work and other key regeneration 
priorities.  In terms of premises, once full capacity is reached, it is likely that the current 
Sefton@Work premises at Stanley Road may be insufficient. Early discussions have taken place 
to identify a possible relocation within the Strand Centre in Bootle and there are other co-location 
options for Southport which could provide a good fit with Town Deal regeneration.  Collaboration 
with Sefton Community Learning will ensure that the Cambridge Road Learning Hub project will 
also be optimised for delivery of training for Restart participants. 

6. ESF Ways to Work  and Restart

Sefton@Work’s main delivery since 2016 has been through the Ways to Work ESF project. This 
is a project run as a partnership between the LCR Local Authorities and has been extremely 
successful in placing people into employment and operating innovative intermediate labour 
market (ILM) opportunities to benefit individuals and local employers. ILM opportunities are jobs 
where we pay a wage subsidy to a local employer to enable a client to move into employment 
with them, gaining essential skills and experience and adding value to the employer’s business.  



As Restart is expected to commence delivery in July 2021, Ways to Work will continue to be 
operated alongside it until European investment ceases in December 2023. The two offers are 
complimentary and allow an opportunity for a more holistic, comprehensive service to meet 
different levels of need in our communities. 

We have been unable to operate ILMs in Sefton for some time under Ways to Work, as we have 
needed to utilise all our ESF funding to support staffing and other necessary running costs.   The 
flexibility we will have with operating ESF alongside Restart is that we can vire some staffing 
costs out from ESF and use the headroom created to offer ILMs once again. This will enable 
greater synergy between the two operations and allow us to have an opportunity pathway that is 
flexible and reflects local demand in our labour market. 

Operating both funding streams in parallel provides significant assurance for the Council that 
spending on Restart can be readily aligned with numbers of referrals and performance during the 
early stages when new arrangements for Restart are bedding in.

7. Headline Risks and Mitigation 

The following outlines the headline risks and mitigation factors which have been considered. A 
detailed analysis of contract terms and conditions has been carried out and  all points raised 
have been incorporated into a risk management plan, reflecting the Council’s corporate risk 
management approach.
 
Risk Mitigation
A timely start cannot be secured and 
unforeseen delays in decision 
making are experienced 

DWP have required a start date for Restart which 
already falls outside the decision-making processes in 
place for approval of the Restart offer by Cabinet in 
June and full Council in July 2021. While this has been 
fully discussed with G4S and a start in July would now 
be acceptable, there is a serious risk that the contract 
offer would be withdrawn if further delays are 
experienced. 

Referral numbers for Restart in 
Sefton may not be achieved in full

As the Prime contractor, G4S have designed their offer 
to accommodate very high numbers, to allow for the 
possibility of expansion over a period of economic 
uncertainty. We believe client numbers for Sefton may 
be higher than we would have predicted using our own 
economic forecasts but there are commercial reasons 
why this estimate might apply. 

Sefton Council’s level of delivery will closely follow the 
pattern of referrals of clients actually joining Restart and 
we will have the capacity to move staff between ESF 
and Restart to reflect this in the first two years of 
operation while demand patterns are becoming 
established.
Detailed scenario plans have been examined which 
consider risks of underachievement of client numbers 
and as the number of staff apportioned to the contract 
will be flexed in line with caseloads so that the income 
will fully cover expenditure.



National Programmes such as 
Restart may not fit with our Local 
Priorities on Economic Recovery 
and Inclusive Growth for Sefton

Restart is about equipping our residents who are at risk 
of longer -term economic exclusion and disadvantage 
to get back to work and enable our economy to recover. 
This is exactly in line with Sefton’s Economic Strategy 
and our COVID-19 Recovery Plan. Employment 
Support such as this also features as a priority within 
the LCR Build Back Better Plans, to which Sefton is a 
signatory.

Additional Staff will be needed to 
deliver Restart   

We intend to migrate “core” Sefton@Work staff across 
to Restart from ESF funding as these projects begin to 
wind down and eventually cease in 2023. Restart will 
therefore provide a succession mechanism for existing 
Sefton@Work staff.  
However, additional staff will also be required for 
Restart if forecast volumes come to fruition.  Our aim 
would be to flex staffing levels in order to optimise 
quality of service, acceptable waiting times and 
caseload sizes. New recruitment would need to be 
undertaken only once the pattern of referrals is clear 
and fixed term contracts specific to Restart would be 
issued.  Full consultation with Trades Unions will be 
undertaken about staffing matters.
 

Some Job Outcome Payments may 
be missed through lack of capacity 
to track evidence of sustained 
employment, leading to loss of 
income.

 

This was a risk under previous schemes including Work 
Programme when contractors were required to provide 
job entry and sustainability evidence from employers. 
This was slow, difficult and costly to obtain. However, 
under Restart this does not apply. Job outcome 
payments will be made on the basis of ‘real time 
earnings’ data when clients achieve a threshold of 
£3600. Data from HMRC is shared with DWP to 
underpin this.

Additional premises may be needed 
to enable access for all clients 
across Sefton.

Depending on the pattern and flow of referrals to 
Restart we may need to acquire additional delivery 
venues. We will ensure the choice of venues will  
support complimentary Council objectives and projects, 
such as co-location with Town Deal projects or the 
Cambridge Road Learning Hub.

We have insufficient Restart 
referrals from JobcentrePlus

There is a process in place for flagging issues 
concerning client flow which G4S would co-ordinate as 
the contractor at regional level.

Referrals will also be closely monitored by 
Sefton@Work and reported back to Jobcentre plus at 
the local level. Jobcentreplus always prioritise referrals 
to DWP procured provision and at the point of Restart 
embedding, there will be few other competing offers of 
this kind. Therefore, the risk of inadequate referrals 
from Jobcentreplus is low.

The guarantee of 30% Delivery fee per start removes 
the risk of the Council expending too much on upfront 
delivery costs and provides assurance against over 



spend. 

Restart would divert or interfere with 
other projects such as Ways to 
Work delivery

This is incorrect. In fact, as Sefton’s unemployment rate 
sadly increases, this additional contract would give us 
more capacity to work with clients to enable them to 
overcome barriers and move into work, an entirely 
complimentary aim to Ways to Work. 

Sefton@Work’s reliance upon European Social Fund 
means that we need an income stream to continue our 
operations after 2023. Restart would provide an 
opportunity to retain qualified and trained core staff and 
allow us to continue to strive towards our VISION 2030 
economic goals for Sefton.

Risks of other agencies delivering 
Restart rather than Sefton@Work 

There are risks to the Council and our residents of other 
agencies delivering Restart in our area. In most 
instances where this occurs, a commercial entity is 
“parachuted in” and works in a manner that cannot fully 
reflect  local circumstances, or the impact of related 
Council services, particularly for our vulnerable groups.  
There is a serious risk that an agency such as this may 
not share our values or aspirations for our residents.

If Sefton@Work operates Restart, we would ensure 
delivery to the highest standards of ethics, customer 
care and safeguarding. We would also ensure Restart 
is aligned with other relevant services such as Early 
Help, Sefton Community Learning, NEET Reduction & 
Early Intervention Service,  Invest Sefton and with our 
wider regeneration objectives around Town Deal and 
Bootle Town Centre for example.  
 

Risk of reputational damage to the 
Council through association with a 
commercial provider

Our experience of working with commercial providers 
on previous contracts has demonstrated the Council 
has the capability to operate local activity in a manner 
that protects its reputation, drives quality in provision 
and meets a range of expectations for employment 
support related to impartiality, customer care and 
transparency with employers

Risk of Financial Outlay from the 
Council 

DWP will pay 100% of the costs for Restart. No 
Match funding is required from the Council.

We will operate our financial controls of this contract on 
the basis of our “break-even” point, thereby ensuring 
costs are in line with guaranteed income and client 
flows. This is a process Sefton@Work has done 
successfully with many funding streams.
Sefton@Work has considerable experience gained 
through managing multiple projects and external 
funding streams in a compliant and cost-effective way.
 

Onerous or inappropriate contract  
terms and conditions resulting in 
liabilities for the Council 

Sefton Council’s legal team has conducted a thorough 
review of the terms and conditions so that a full 
understanding of potential implications is understood. 
These have been collated into a risk management plan  



using the corporate risk management processes and 
necessary mitigations have been raised.


